The occurrence of a deficit in contextual fear extinction in adult amyloid-over-expressing TASTPM mice is independent of the strength of conditioning but can be prevented by mild novel cage stress.
In the amyloid over-expressing TASTPM mouse model of Alzheimer's disease, impaired contextual fear memory occurs early, and is preceded, at 4 months of age, by a deficit in extinction of contextual fear that is resistant to improvement by repeated mild novel cage stress. The first aim of this study was thus to establish whether the extinction deficit could be prevented if the novel cage procedure was applied prior to its onset. The second aim was to establish whether the occurrence of the extinction deficit was dependent on the robustness of the conditioning protocol. We first compared 3-month-old wild-type and TASTPM mice for acquisition, retention and extinction of contextual fear and then, looked at the impact of 5 weeks of novel cage stress (4 x 1 h/week) applied from 3 months onwards, on age-related changes in these behaviours evaluated at 4.5 months of age. In another experiment, we compared 4-month-old TASTPM and wild-type mice for the impact of a 2 and 5-pairing conditioning procedure on the three phases of contextual fear conditioning. In 4.5-month-old TASTPM mice, the deficit in extinction was alleviated by repeated novel cage stress, applied from prior to its onset at 3 months. At 4 months of age, the occurrence of an extinction deficit was independent of the strength of the conditioning procedure, in TASTPM mice, which even showed an increase in aversive memory under the 2-pairing condition. The robust early impairment in the extinction of contextual fear seen in adult TASTPM mice suggests that a deficit in cognitive flexibility is the first sign of behavioural pathology in this model of Alzheimer's disease.